Thursday.

Well honey I am trying to quit worrying and I think I can all right now after getting your letter to-day. Honey I know you told me not to but you see I was afraid things would seem different than they are and that is what worried me. I sure was glad when I got your letter yesterday and then another one to-day. But listen to me gasoline dear. Don't you ever even think that I could ever begin to care half as much for anybody else as I do for you, because if serious I couldn't do it.

I haven't written to Galveston yet, but have asked quite a few persons who ought to know something about it and they seem to think that during the first year one is not exempt from draft, but I am going to find out for certain.
and then anyway there is a big chance that me not being able to get into the training camp, but I bet they better never let me get into one because I'm either coming out something or nothing. But I sure would hate to be away next summer because that is all I am looking forward to now and it seems such a long way off. In a way this term has seemed awful short, of course it isn't over with yet, but it seems like a year since I saw you and then that bloomin' old pitney took me to town in such a hurry and you were standing in the door.

I guess I ought to be shot for not writing to Fritz and I know I won't see him anymore before he goes, but he always acts like he is better than I and I guess I just simply get too much
pride to ever look a thing like that. Did Gibbons ever say anything about getting a letter from me?

Things are getting sorter shabby again down here, we haven't heard from our petition yet and the boys are getting tired of waiting, in a way we are doing as we please but we naturally have to go thru the forms of lots of the regulations. Last night we went walking and got caught in the rain at Eagle street so we had to ride back, and who should get on the car but Dr. Lovett, + Mr. McCants well naturally they or rather Mr. McCants wanted to know where we had been and whether we would get back in time for call to quarters well we didn't by about 15 minutes but the 'ive officers' can generally get by with murder, only today at
noon Captain began bawled me out for not marching in with the Co. but I was kind of late getting over to dinner from class so I went right on in the dining room and it just happened that he was in there and caught me, but that doesn’t worry me, I’m use to it by now. To night Puck & Stone and I went walking and we bought 6 pies, you know these big round kind, well here we go down main street boulevard eating pies for all we were worth and then two men came along in an automobile and picked us up, but we still hung on to our pies, I sorter feel full at present.

Sure did have to work yesterday and to day, These days (West & Hurs) are the ones that we have Husharoo Biology Lab on and this week they
had an awful long exercise and
it was hard to tod. I don't believe
I ever have done as much dissection
and explained or rather tried to
explain as much as I had to
yesterday and to-day. Then to-morrow
afternoon I had to own lab, and
that will mean after five before
I am through. I am afraid that
I'm losing again now instead of
gaining. Didn't you tell me that
you wanted me to gain when I
came back? I might be gaining
down here now. Honey but just
look what I lost before Christmas.
I haven't even got that back yet.
I intended going out to see Ethel
to-morrow night, I'm on for a D.
saturday night and all day Sunday
so I won't get a chance then, but
I forgot to phone her to-night.
This afternoon after laboratory
Dr. Muller began talking about taking a little camping trip, like leaving Saturday afternoon and coming back Tuesday morning. They used to do that last year quite often. Go down on the San Jacinto river and get different kinds of specimens and at the same time have a good time and you sure can have it with him. We wanted to go this Saturday but Monday and Tuesday we have mid-terms, he was going to let me out of these but he had already told the class where we were going to have them and so he couldn't change it. If the weather is good I guess we will go Saturday after next.

I know you had a good time in Greenville but I would a whole lot rather have had you here.
we had a class meeting yesterday and talked about having a junior prom. We are going to have one alright, won't you come down and go with me? Otherwise I guess I'll have to stay in. The juniors and seniors are going to have their pictures taken for the Campanile next week, of course they couldn't put it out without them.

I never would have thought that Alfred and Vera would get married. Why goodness me I'm beginning to feel real old. It seems like it is always the ones that you least suspect. Is Betsy engaged?

We have got an epidemic of mumps down here now, but it seems to be only those who had the measles that are getting them, anyway I have
had them, so they are not bothering me.

Honey mine don't forget to tell me what was in that letter because from all I could learn she sent it off Monday, instead of Saturday.

I have got to get my French lesson for tomorrow and I don't feel like studying either.

Oh yes, there was a chaplain from camp to go out here today and he made a talk to us on "practical Christianity." Honey I wish you could have heard it because it sure was good. The only thing I didn't like was that he didn't talk long enough.

With lots of love,
[Signature]